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Introduction

Anthropogenic impacts on all levels of biological organi-

zation in agricultural systems are occurring through frag-

mentation and simplification of natural ecosystems,

global mixing of species and land-use change. Species

interactions are also being altered through traditional

breeding programmes and the introduction of novel genes

into crops via genetic modification (GM) technologies.

Increasingly, agriculture is also being impacted by climate

variability and global pressures to increase food and bio-

energy feedstock production and conserve biodiversity.

Components of agricultural ecosystems will inevitably

evolve in response to these trends, thus suggesting a cen-

tral role for the application of evolutionary principles in

dealing with the consequences of these changes (Thomp-

son 2005). This includes, for example, the emergence of

new pathogen and pest genotypes and the evolution of

pesticide resistance (Fig. 1). Our track record of disrupt-

ing natural evolutionary processes in agro-ecosystems,
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Abstract

Anthropogenic impacts increasingly drive ecological and evolutionary processes

at many spatio-temporal scales, demanding greater capacity to predict and

manage their consequences. This is particularly true for agro-ecosystems, which

not only comprise a significant proportion of land use, but which also involve

conflicting imperatives to expand or intensify production while simultaneously

reducing environmental impacts. These imperatives reinforce the likelihood of

further major changes in agriculture over the next 30–40 years. Key transfor-

mations include genetic technologies as well as changes in land use. The use of

evolutionary principles is not new in agriculture (e.g. crop breeding, domesti-

cation of animals, management of selection for pest resistance), but given

land-use trends and other transformative processes in production landscapes,

ecological and evolutionary research in agro-ecosystems must consider such

issues in a broader systems context. Here, we focus on biotic interactions

involving pests and pathogens as exemplars of situations where integration of

agronomic, ecological and evolutionary perspectives has practical value.

Although their presence in agro-ecosystems may be new, many traits involved

in these associations evolved in natural settings. We advocate the use of predic-

tive frameworks based on evolutionary models as pre-emptive management

tools and identify some specific research opportunities to facilitate this. We

conclude with a brief discussion of multidisciplinary approaches in applied

evolutionary problems.
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and shifting them in new and often unpredictable direc-

tions emphasizes the importance of improving manage-

ment of biotic interactions in production landscapes.

The development of modern agriculture has resulted in

simplified structures and species compositions, at least

for above-ground biotic communities. However, agricul-

tural production systems are rarely, if ever, isolated in

landscapes. For example, cropping systems represent arti-

ficially selected plants interacting with a multitude of

other organisms whose evolutionary history largely

occurred in the context of natural systems. Thus, the

processes that determine evolutionary trajectories in

natural ecosystems also determine such trajectories in

disease, weed and insect-pest populations in agro-ecosys-

tems. It should be noted, however, that the relative

importance of spatio-temporal patterning, population

size, dispersal and isolation, reproductive system, life

history and genetic variation is likely to differ in native

and production landscapes.

We first briefly highlight some of the recent and likely

future trends in agriculture as these will likely have signif-

icant consequences for ecological and evolutionary pro-

cesses in agro-ecosystems. While our focus is primarily

on biotic interactions such as invasive pests, pathogens

and weeds in cropping situations, many of the issues we

raise will have analogues in the animal industries and

fisheries. We provide several compelling examples that

highlight the value of an evolutionary perspective in

agricultural research. Figure 1 outlines the range of direct

and indirect effectors of evolutionary change in agro-

ecosystems that we consider in this article.

Underlying economic and environmental drivers
of change in agricultural production systems

Food security is a significant and growing global concern.

Projections indicate that global food security will require

producing more food in the next 50 years than has been

produced in all of prior human history (World Bank

2008). Moreover, the demand for increasing yield will

have to be met largely within existing agricultural land,

because there is growing competition from other land-use

options such as urbanization, conservation and, more

recently, bio-energy feedstock production. At the same

time, nutrient and energy resources are increasingly con-

strained, and water is limiting in many agricultural

regions. Input costs are also increasing steadily, putting

additional pressure on farmers to increase resource-use

efficiencies, not only from an economic perspective, but

also with regard to reducing environmental impacts (e.g.

on water quality, on soil functional integrity, on fisheries

affected by agricultural runoff, or more widely on native

biodiversity). One consequence of these trends is the

intensification of production, with the concomitant inten-

sification of existing interactions between species and the

introduction of new non-food crops and pests, and novel

weed and disease control strategies. These trends all pro-

vide opportunities for novel ecological and evolutionary

changes in agro-ecosystems.

Agriculture also faces several direct and indirect chal-

lenges in relation to climate change. Direct challenges

include increases in variability and unpredictability that

may alter how farmers manage their enterprises at a

farm-scale, as well as where particular types of farming

are possible (e.g. Sutherst et al. 2010). These changes will

almost certainly have novel impacts for agricultural ecolo-

gies. Complex adaptive evolution among components of

these ecosystems, including in agricultural-native interac-

tions, is inevitable, with outcomes difficult to predict.

Climate change will also challenge agriculture indirectly,

because of mitigation actions and strategic responses

required by this and other sectors of the economy. Such

changes could affect, for example, access to public water

resources, the use of nitrogenous fertilizers (the Haber

process in fertilizer manufacture has a particularly heavy

carbon footprint; Jenkinson 2001; Rafiqul et al. 2005;

Human role in causing evolution
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Figure 1 Overview of the role of humans in causing evolutionary

change in agricultural systems. Effects range from actively driven

genetic modifications and artificial selection to selection that arises as

a by-product of anthropogenic activities. Intermediate to these situa-

tions are those exemplified by deliberate management of selection

processes (e.g. the planting of susceptible crops to slow the evolution

of resistance in pests). In many cases, selection is unintended but

arises directly from the evolutionary opportunities that agricultural sys-

tems and changes therein offer for nonagricultural species. Evolution

caused by unintended selection is often disadvantageous (e.g. pesti-

cide resistance, introduced species adapting to local conditions), but it

can also be relatively neutral (e.g. adaptations in wild species living in

agricultural matrices, as long as they do not become weeds or pests)

or advantageous (e.g. it is desirable that biocontrol agents adapt to

local conditions).
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Snyder et al. 2009) and other non-renewable inputs, as

well as requirements for carbon sequestration within pro-

duction landscapes. Climate change will also lead to shifts

in land use as future climates alter the spatial distribution

of viable agricultural industries. All of these changes will

affect the ecology of agro-ecosystems and thus potentially

trigger evolutionary responses.

Notably, however, the greenhouse gas (GHG) issue is a

‘tragedy of the commons’ problem where an individual or

country may obtain at least a short-term benefit from

unsustainable activities (e.g. over-use of fertilizers) that

may have a net negative effect on overall human welfare

over time. Some kinds of land use may reduce future

benefits to the communities responsible for managing

that land, but future benefits are typically discounted

relative to current ones. Conflict between short-term

benefits to individual parties in agro-ecosystems and

overarching longer-term benefits may retard effective

implementation of climate adaptation or mitigation

measures in agriculture.

There could also be conflict between the food security

and environmental drivers affecting government and

industry policies in agriculture. The latter include not

only the GHG debate but also other broad issues such as

land degradation, biodiversity conservation and the

impacts of biological invasions. Where such conflicts

arise, one might expect that food security and other direct

human welfare and economic concerns may often prevail.

Consequently, this article has a primary, but not exclu-

sive, focus on the evolutionary problems arising from the

widely agreed need for increased agricultural production

yields with reduced environmental consequences,

increased resource-use efficiencies, and the need to switch

to renewable resources in an increasingly variable and

unpredictable biophysical environment.

Future directions in agricultural practices

GM technology

Clearly, agriculture is in a state of transition. What will it

look like in 30–40 years given the enormous need for

increases in the quantity and types of food and bio-energy

production? Given the constrained and in some cases

declining resource base and the consequent need to signifi-

cantly increase nutrient and water-use efficiencies, as well

as the need to reduce input costs more generally, it seems

likely that GM will become increasingly standard tech-

nology in crop improvement programmes, complementing

ongoing efforts in conventional breeding. Notable here is

the growing importance of such technologies to the devel-

oping world, where yield increases generally accruing

through GM technology have generated massive uptake of

the technology in the last decade (Carpenter 2010).

Regulatory and related costs associated with the intro-

duction of new GM traits have been very substantial in

the past, although the situation is now changing to some

degree, at least outside of Europe. Some old patents on

key technologies are coming to an end, which could also

make GM technologies easier to implement. There remain

ongoing issues with the deregulation arrangements to deal

with GM volunteers or contamination in exported com-

modities (Stein and Rodriguez-Cerezo 2010). Moreover,

at least for the next few years the regulatory costs of

introducing GM traits into many minor crops are likely

to remain prohibitively high. Nevertheless, the growing

market for GM technologies, especially in the developing

world, will continue to drive down the costs of develop-

ment and implementation of such approaches. Concomi-

tant rapid increases in our technical ability to insert or

modify specific genes or gene pathways will further con-

tribute to cost decreases.

The majority of GM traits commercialized thus far

anywhere in the world have been input traits, conferring

insect, disease and herbicide resistance to an increasingly

wide variety of grain and horticultural crops. These traits

have led to significant yield gains because they help to

realize the yield potential of crop varieties. In many situa-

tions, GM traits have replaced inefficient management

systems (e.g. Bt cotton in India and China) to enhance

yield and reduce environmental impacts (Fitt 2008). Until

now, the major direct increases in yield potential per se

(e.g. semi-dwarf wheat and rice) and water-use efficiency

(e.g. the Australian wheat variety ‘Drysdale’) have

remained dependent on conventional plant breeding

informed by agronomy and physiology. However, GM

technologies can also be expected to make major contri-

butions to future gains in yield, including in such traits

as nitrogen-use and water-use efficiency.

There is also growing interest in a qualitatively different

class of output traits. Rather than expanding development

of current food, bio-energy feedstock and fibre products,

some new technologies enhance in planta production of

novel compounds that are of interest to the chemicals

and materials manufacturing industries (Napier 2007).

These ‘crop biofactories’ hold the prospect of significantly

higher profit margins for growers and also offer potential

GHG/environmental benefits in terms of substituting

biomass for petrochemical feedstocks for manufacturing

industries and bio-energy production. However, it is

proving a challenge to integrate such crops into agricul-

tural systems under increasing pressure to lift food

commodity outputs (Tilman et al. 2009).

Associated with the increasing diversity of GM traits is

an increasing diversity of underpinning transgenes.

Researchers are moving rapidly to utilize genes from

across biological kingdoms to introduce specific traits
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into crop plants. Thus, pest resistance in Bt cotton has

been sourced from soil bacteria, genes necessary for

Omega-3 oils have been isolated from marine algae, and

genes allowing for the expression of unusual fatty acids

in plants as renewable industrial feedstocks are being

obtained from insects (Zhou et al. 2008; Napier and

Graham 2010). Moreover, GM technology is rapidly

moving into the realm of metabolic engineering where

whole new transgenic pathways are being introduced.

Thus, an ambitious project to convert rice from being a

C3 to a C4 plant to increase photosynthetic efficiency has

recently started (Mitchell and Sheehy 2006; Hibberd

et al. 2008). Plans are also under development for a

global consortium to ‘rework’ the biochemistry and

architecture of wheat in an attempt to generate another

quantum leap in yield (the International Wheat Genome

Sequencing Consortium; http://www.wheatgenome.org/).

Certainly, some of the proposed ideas will be extremely

difficult to achieve with current technology (e.g. geneti-

cally engineering improved efficiency of rubisco in

wheat), but rapid advances in de novo enzyme design

provide tantalizing glimpses of a different future (Jiang

et al. 2008).

Increasingly, the use of GM crops will require research

agronomists, ecologists, farmers and policy makers alike

to take more of a systems perspective which considers the

broader evolutionary consequences of the traits in ques-

tion. A precedent for such thinking has been the imple-

mentation of successful strategies aimed at controlling Bt

resistance in cotton pests (e.g. the use of crop refuges) in

response to the widespread uptake of Bt cottons (Fitt

et al. 2009; Carriére et al. 2010; Downes et al. 2010).

Likewise, there are already significant evolutionary conse-

quences of the widespread deployment of herbicide-

resistant crops (Zalucki and Lammers 2010). In particu-

lar, a strategic approach based on evolutionary concerns

is being advocated in response to high use of specific

herbicides that cause resistance evolution in weeds (Pow-

les and Preston 2006; Powles 2008). Such a perspective

will become even more important as the next generations

of GM crops are introduced. Thus, if we design plants

that contain genes allowing greater nutrient-use efficiency

or which have different root architectures to improve the

ability to capture scarce water, we need to understand

how these will function in agricultural production

contexts that potentially involve multiple management

systems that each alter species competitive interactions.

For example, there is potential for both positive and neg-

ative ecological and evolutionary feedbacks between novel

crop types (e.g. varieties engineered to increase phos-

phorus uptake through the production of citric acid root

exudates), herbivores and weeds, and soil microbial

communities (Bais et al. 2006).

Agricultural intensification

The process of agricultural intensification is likely to

accelerate given the need to better use existing land and

other resources by optimizing inputs or shifting to renew-

able inputs and maximizing outputs. At the same time, it

is likely that landholders will progressively adopt land

management techniques that enhance carbon storage and

long-term cycling through trees and other on-farm vege-

tation or through enhanced soil carbon sequestration.

The pace at which land managers adopt such methods is

at least partly dependent on economic concerns associated

with the costs and benefits of adopting carbon trading

schemes. With regard to soil carbon sequestration, it

should be noted that it can be very difficult to change

organic carbon reserves in soil. Recent analyses of hun-

dreds of soils from around the world indicate constant

ratios of organic carbon with other nutrients such as

nitrogen, sulphur and organic phosphorus (Kirkby et al.

2010). This has clear practical implications for carbon

sequestration schemes, as other nutrients would, of neces-

sity, be tied up along with carbon in soil organic matter.

The economic cost of these nutrients may be greater than

the value received via carbon trading (M. Peoples, CSIRO

Plant Industry, personal communication).

Land-use diversification

Overall, there is less biological complexity in agricultural

than natural environments, and agricultural intensifica-

tion may exacerbate this situation (e.g. Henle et al. 2007;

Moller et al. 2008). However, agro-ecosystems are subject

to many of the ecological and evolutionary processes that

occur in natural plant and animal communities, albeit in

response to more anthropogenic selection forces. There is

likely to be, at least in some geographical regions or pro-

duction systems, increasing shifts towards mixed farming

systems to deal with greater climate variability. For exam-

ple, in the grain cropping regions of southern Australia,

there is a trend towards increased diversity in terms of

the crop species deployed at regional and local, within-

farm spatial scales (National Land & Water Resources

Audit 2001). More broadly, it has been suggested that

part of an integrated response to food security concerns

should include deliberate enhancement of agro-ecosystem

biodiversity at levels ranging from soil biota to crop vari-

eties and cropping systems (Østergård et al. 2009). Such

shifts are likely to introduce additional complexity into

agro-ecological interactions that should be considered

from an applied evolutionary perspective (including

impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem function). Trade-

offs between short-term costs of added infrastructure or

potential increases in management complexity versus

Thrall et al. Evolution in agriculture
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long-term impacts on productivity and profitability are

likely to play a role in determining the extent to which

such diversification in agricultural land use is adopted.

Predicting evolutionary outcomes in
agro-ecosystems

One important, proactive way to address questions about

evolutionary outcomes in agricultural environments is to

assemble broad predictive frameworks. With such frame-

works in place, we may be better able to anticipate and

manage the consequences of our interventions in agro-

ecosystems. Clearly, this is an ambitious goal because

robust predictions depend on both underpinning theory

and solid empirical information on a wide range of

factors. However, agricultural systems have been under

intense directional, human-driven selection, perhaps mak-

ing the consequences of evolutionary selection pressures

easier to predict than in natural communities. Moreover,

agricultural ecosystems have been intensively studied for

many decades, thus providing a unique opportunity to

utilize evolutionary principles for our benefit. This is par-

ticularly the case, given recent advances in various geno-

mic technologies and in population dynamical theory,

particularly in spatial settings. There is a clear opportunity

to apply such approaches to demographic and evolution-

ary problems in agro-ecosystems. For example, a number

of recent studies have used spatially explicit models to

investigate the population dynamics of pests, pathogens

and biocontrol agents in agricultural settings (e.g. Thrall

and Burdon 2004; Plantegenest et al. 2007; Bianchi et al.

2009; Saphoukhina et al. 2009; Vollhardt et al. 2010).

Sophisticated predictive frameworks are already used in

several areas of agro-ecology. Noteworthy are predicted

impacts of climate change on food production and future

pest outbreaks (Baker et al. 2000; Garrett et al. 2006a;

Sutherst et al. 2007), and the consequences of biofuel quo-

tas on food prices (Geber et al. 2009) and global carbon

emissions (Gibbs et al. 2008). Predictive frameworks based

on evolutionary principles have been utilized less often

than those based on ecological considerations but there

are already some notable examples (see e.g. Onstad 2008

for an overview of various insect-related models). Many of

these seek to address concerns regarding the potential evo-

lution of resistance to various insecticides, herbicides and

fungicides (e.g. Diggle et al. 2003; Mohammed-Awel et al.

2006; van den Bosch and Gilligan 2008). Moreover, model

predictions can provide insights that aid in the develop-

ment of appropriate agronomic management practices

(e.g. rotational and mixture strategies). Often these models

take account of the track record of resistance develop-

ment, its genetic basis for the specific actives in question

in a range of species, and the history of resistance develop-

ment in the specific pests, weeds and diseases with respect

to previously deployed counter-measures.

Perhaps the most sophisticated application of an evolu-

tionary model thus far has been the highly successful

industry-based management of resistance in heliothine

pests to the first two generations of transgenic Bt cottons

in the US and Australia (Carriére et al. 2010; Downes

et al. 2010). These plans were based on detailed knowl-

edge of pest population genetics and dynamics, the

performance of the management strategies for pest resis-

tances to various chemical insecticides and the genetics of

the resistances to the Bt toxins emerging in other species.

The latest versions of these plans involve the stacking

of Bt toxin genes (analogous to the use of mixtures of

chemical actives), provision of refuge crops for ongoing

generation of susceptible subpopulations (particularly use-

ful for recessively inherited resistance) and highly targeted

use of supplementary chemical pesticide sprays (at times

in crop growth when the Bt toxins are least efficacious).

Many aspects of these approaches should be transferable

to other cotton industries dealing with essentially the

same pests. There are analogous, if not yet so thoroughly

developed, plans for managing herbicide-resistant weeds

(Powles and Preston 2006; Powles 2008). In these cases,

the modelling again utilizes available data on the demog-

raphy of the species in question and the genetics of the

resistance traits (see Holst et al. 2007 for a review of

modelling approaches to weed population dynamics).

We suggest that there are many more situations in

agro-ecosystems where predictive modelling could be

deployed (e.g. the impact of life history on the dynamics

and impact of biological control agents; Thrall and Bur-

don 2004). While the necessary baseline data are currently

missing for most of these situations, there are others

where the requisite data are now within reach using cur-

rent technology. Below we outline some cases where

deployment of predictive evolutionary models could be

particularly worthwhile and the underpinning data could

be generated with targeted research activities. Two general

situations considered are (i) evolutionary changes in the

organisms involved in specific management interventions

(e.g. in the pests or pathogens targeted by particular

transgenes in GM crops); and (ii) broader effects in other

components of the agricultural ecosystem, such as off-tar-

get effects of pesticides, herbicides and fungicides (e.g. the

impact of agrochemical applications on host–parasite

interactions in native communities; King et al. 2010).

Specific evolutionary responses

Insect pests and insecticide resistance

Along with pathogen responses to changes in the resis-

tance of crop varieties (Burdon and Thrall 2008), the

Evolution in agriculture Thrall et al.
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evolution of insect pest resistance to selection imposed by

insecticides is one of the best known examples of an evo-

lutionary response within agro-ecosystems to manage-

ment interventions. Over 500 species of insects have

developed resistance to one or more insecticides (Whalon

et al. 2008). Most of the cases characterized to date

involve specific biochemical changes to insect xenobiotic

metabolizing systems or the molecular targets for insecti-

cides (Li et al. 2007). There are now considerable data on

the molecular and ecological genetics of target site and

metabolic resistance mechanisms in many species, and it

is becoming clear that the number of molecular genetic

options available to evolve resistance to these chemistries

is actually quite limited. Essentially, the same resistance

mechanisms are now being found in a wide variety of

species (Li et al. 2007; Russell et al. 2011). Thus, it should

be possible to develop useful predictions about emergent

and future resistance threats that can be broadly applied.

However some insect herbivores may also display other

resistance mechanisms about which much less is known,

and for which we are consequently much less able to pre-

dict future scenarios. There has been much speculation

about the role of behavioural adaptation (Sparks et al.

1989), particularly in mosquitoes (Takken and Knols

1999) and one case of evolved behavioural resistance in a

beetle in response to crop rotation has been well charac-

terised in the Midwest of the USA (Spencer and Levine

2008). Thus in the western corn rootworm beetle (Diab-

rotica virgifera virgifera), behavioural resistance to maize/

soybean rotations is because of an evolved change in host

preference involving a loss of fidelity for maize in female

beetles (Knolhoff et al. 2006; Gray et al. 2009). This

behavioural change promotes better exploitation of crop

rotations through increased ability to oviposit on soy-

bean. Recent microarray analysis shows promise for iden-

tifying the genetic basis for this rotation resistance

(Knolhoff et al. 2010). It is interesting to note that the

northern rootworm D. barberi has also evolved resistance

to maize rotations through physiological adaptations that

change the dynamics of diapause rather than through

behavioural adaptation per se. Other examples of pest

adaptation to management include evolutionary shifts in

a range of life history features. For example, Calcagno

et al. (2010) explore evidence for genetically based

changes in pupation behaviour of European corn borers

(Ostrina spp.) in response to harvesting of maize.

Herbicide-resistant weeds

As with insecticide resistance above, there is now a large

and rapidly growing body of data on the biochemical and

population genetics of resistance to various major classes

of herbicides in a range of weeds (Powles and Yu 2010).

Thus, it should be possible to develop useful predictive

models about future resistance threats. In this case, the

issue is even more important because of the increasing

range of transgenic herbicide resistance genes being

deployed in major crops. An example is the widespread

use of the GM Roundup Ready technology (e.g. in soy-

beans in the Americas), which has profoundly affected

usage patterns of the broad-spectrum systemic herbicide

glyphosate (Powles and Preston 2006; Powles 2008).

Clearly, transgenic technology offers enormous prospects

for improved weed control and the stacking of more

resistances should offer increasing flexibility in the use of

alternative herbicide options. However, responsible imple-

mentation of these new technologies should be based on

robust predictive models of likely impacts on resistance

evolution in the relevant weeds.

Biocontrol agents

Rapid micro-evolutionary changes have been observed in

a number of plant–insect herbivore, pathogen–plant and

arthropod predator–prey interactions (Carroll and Fox

2008). One might therefore expect that release of exotic

biological control agents to control equally exotic pests

would provide opportunities to observe and predict novel

environmental drivers of rapid evolutionary change in

agricultural and natural ecosystems (Roderick and Nava-

jas 2003; Hufbauer and Roderick 2005). However, there is

little evidence of rapid evolution in the interactions

between biological control agents and the pest hosts they

were introduced to manage (van Klinken and Edwards

2002; Roderick and Navajas 2003; Hufbauer and Roderick

2005). The only changes that have been observed are in

genotype frequencies, as a result of the outcome of biotic

interactions (Burdon et al. 1981) or some other biophysi-

cal drivers (Phillips et al. 2008). This lack of evidence is

perhaps surprising given the more than 100-year time

span over which such introductions have been made and

that many introduced organisms have multiple genera-

tions a year.

Biocontrol species are introduced into novel environ-

ments because their coevolved hosts have become pests.

Thus, significant evolutionary pressure is unlikely to be

imposed upon the biocontrol agent and host interaction

unless: (i) the introduced agents are poorly adapted to

local environmental conditions or these lead to phenolog-

ical asynchronies with their hosts (e.g. photoperiod, tem-

perature; Woodburn 1996); (ii) the introduced organisms

passed through a genetic bottleneck during the introduc-

tory process leading to reduced genetic variation associ-

ated with low fitness and poor performance, from which

micro-evolution might generate some benefit; (iii) poten-

tially suitable novel hosts are encountered in the new

environment; or (iv) host abundance drops to very low

levels as a result of biocontrol success, which in turn
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pressures biocontrol agents to expand their host range.

Biocontrol practitioners avoid these circumstances by

matching environments for populations selected for

release (Zalucki and van Klinken 2006), minimizing risks

of bottlenecks (Hopper et al. 1993) and selecting specialist

agents by applying an internationally accepted and tested

protocol for predicting and avoiding non-target impacts

in the new range. All evidence regarding evolutionary

change suggests that host range in specialized arthropods

and pathogens (i.e. representative of those being sought

for use in biological control) is very rigid and phylogenet-

ically constrained (van Klinken and Edwards 2002).

Agents used in early releases in the history of biological

control were often not as specialized as those used in later

releases, because early biocontrol practice was less precau-

tionary. Earlier released agents may therefore be more

likely to reveal micro-evolutionary changes after initial

release. But the net result remains that biological control

helps understand the limits for rapid evolution in key ele-

ments like host use ability when organisms have evolved

high specialization. We can therefore predict that rapid

evolution would most often be observed more explicitly

in generalist species following changes in environmental

selection pressures (Janz and Nylin 2008).

Host–pathogen interactions

Coevolution in host–pathogen relationships is the over-

arching issue here. In many cereal grains, for example,

there is a long history of pathogen control through the

use of major gene resistance. During the mid-part of the

20th century the sequential release of individual wheat

varieties each carrying a single novel rust resistance gene

caused a process of ‘men-guided evolution in the rusts’

(Johnson 1961) as new virulent pathotypes of rusts

emerged in response to novel selective forces. Similarly,

the use of plant varietal mixtures for disease control has

documented examples of reduced pathogen load and

increased pathogen diversity associated with selection of

pathogen strains with different fecundity rates on the

individual host lines making up a mixture (Chin and

Wolfe 1984). This includes interactions at the interface of

agricultural and unmanaged ecosystems (Burdon and

Thrall 2008), a pattern that is of central importance to

understanding spatio-temporal patterns of disease inci-

dence and severity (Hill 1998; Lockett et al. 2001). How-

ever, study of the genetic components of host–pathogen

interactions has lagged far behind work documenting the

demographic impacts of disease. Moreover, there has

been remarkably little effort to directly investigate causal

links between population genetic structure and disease

dynamics, and even less work on factors influencing

host–pathogen coevolution. The lack of empirical

evidence is particularly surprising given the potential for

such variation to affect the dynamics, prevalence and

location of disease emergence (e.g. bacterial pathogens,

Musser 1996; canine parvovirus, Parrish 1999). Increas-

ingly, this lack of knowledge has led to calls for an inte-

grated approach to disease management, incorporating

both ecological and evolutionary processes (Ewald 1994;

Schrag and Wiener 1995; Cupolillo et al. 1998; Stephens

et al. 1998; Tibayrenc 1998; Real et al. 2005). The integra-

tion of traditional phenomenological approaches with

studies that focus on the molecular genetics of host–

pathogen interactions (Woolhouse et al. 2002) can

address major knowledge gaps regarding disease evolution

in agro-ecosystems.

More recently, the development of high-throughput

sequencing technology has spawned a range of ‘ecoge-

nomic’ technologies that allow for rapid assessment of the

genetic composition of insect herbivore (Zheng and Dicke

2008) and pathogen communities (Garrett et al. 2006b).

Such advances are particularly exciting given increasing

evidence that plant defence responses may mediate the

community dynamics of these antagonists (Stout et al.

2006). Specific disease-related questions that can now be

addressed with these technologies include the following:

(i) how agricultural management (e.g. crop spatial

arrangement and extent and rotational sequences) influ-

ences host–pathogen population dynamics; (ii) how the

relative proximity of wild host populations correlates with

crop disease epidemiology and the rate at which new

pathotypes appear (or where they first emerge); (iii) the

extent to which the co-occurrence of crops and wild

plants influences ecological and evolutionary processes in

natural hosts (e.g. resistance variation, maintenance of

sex); (iv) the influence of incursion of exotic weeds on

the invasion and persistence of pathogens; (v) the role of

spatial structure in determining host–pathogen dynamics

in agro-ecosystems (can we detect the effects of variation

in crop management and native community composi-

tion?); and (vi) the possibility of using mosaic landscape

management approaches to control disease.

Transgenic disease resistance

One major new strategy that could be employed against

crop diseases involves transgenic resistance. Several

broad-spectrum antimicrobial and nematicidal genes have

been identified now (e.g. Mi in tomato: Milligan et al.

1998; Rossi et al. 1998; Nombela et al. 2003) which could

in theory be introduced in crops. However, there has

been widespread scepticism regarding the long-term effi-

cacy of such transgenes because targeted pathogens are

expected to rapidly develop resistance. Given this poten-

tial outcome, there has been a general unwillingness to

invest in transgenic strategies that may not remain com-

mercial options long enough to recover the large upfront
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development and regulatory costs. However, several

aspects of this situation are now changing and it may be

timely to reconsider the viability of the approach. Rele-

vant changes include the rapid increase in the number of

candidate genes becoming available through various gen-

ome projects, ongoing improvements in the capacity of

crop biotechnologists to insert multiple transgenes, and

predicted decreases in the costs of the development and

regulatory processes. As with the Bt cotton precedent, it

seems timely to develop a broad predictive framework for

managing pathogen responses in agro-ecosystems (Garrett

et al. 2006a,b; Gilligan 2008), including those relating to

transgenes and strategies for deployment in major crops.

Broader effects of interventions in agro-ecosystems

While some evolutionary responses to anthropogenic

impacts will be confined to the components of the ecosys-

tem directly impacted, others will involve a range of

broader direct and indirect responses, requiring multifac-

eted, systems analysis.

Predicting future pests

There are now well over 20 insect species for which essen-

tially whole genome sequences are available. Such

sequence data can be used to build a profile of the meta-

bolic scope for xenobiotic detoxification of a species. For

example, sophisticated software is now available to predict

the competence of an organism to carry out particular

pathways in secondary metabolism on the basis of

automated annotations of its genes. Similarly, it is quite

straightforward to assess the levels of gene duplication and

diversification it shows in key parts of these pathways.

Several-fold differences in the contents of the main gene

families involved in xenobiotic detoxification (glutathi-

one-S-tranferases, cytochrome P450s and carboxylesteras-

es) have been observed among the sequenced species and

these differences correlate qualitatively with differences in

both the degree of xenobiotic exposure in the natural hab-

itats of these species and with species-specific sensitivities

to chemical insecticides (Claudianos et al. 2006; Lee et al.

2010; Oakeshott et al. 2010). Advances in methodologies

for genome sequencing and metabolomics and in the bio-

informatics for developing profiles of metabolic potentials

(see e.g. Dal’Molin et al. 2010; Young et al. 2010) suggest

that strategic use of ‘-omics’ should add considerable

explanatory power to investigations into host use ability

and hence changes in pest potential in due course.

Evolutionary issues in emergent weeds

Evidence on the evolution of invasiveness in plants is still

limited (Barrett et al. 2008; Prentis et al. 2008), but the

consensus is that invasiveness in exotic species introduced

outside their range can sometimes result from post-intro-

duction evolutionary change (Schierenbeck and Ellstrand

2009). A range of studies have shown differences consis-

tent with evolutionary change for exotic invasive plants

over their congeneric counterparts in the native range

that may provide them with an advantage in the intro-

duced range (Ellstrand et al. 2010). These differences

include broader eco-climatic ranges, higher physiological

performance, altered size at flowering, high-performance

parameters, greater phenotypic plasticity, changed repro-

ductive/pollination and life history strategies and increases

in polyploidy. Some of these changes may be consistent

with escape from natural enemies (Keane and Crawley

2002; Bossdorf et al. 2005) or endophytes (Evans 2008)

or other abiotic advantages encountered in the exotic

range (Ellstrand et al. 2010). Such releases can also, at

least in theory, be sufficient to generate selective pressure

for evolutionary shifts in some of these parameters, such

as competitive ability (Blossey and Nötzold 1995) or

flowering size (Metcalf et al. 2009). Although empirical

evidence remains relatively scarce, local adaptive evolution

is also often invoked as an explanation of lag phases in

plant invasions (Ellstrand and Schierenbeck 2000). One

key issue that merits further investigation is to determine

whether successful invasion is associated with pre-adapta-

tion versus adaptive evolution. However, given that there

remains the troubling question of what constitutes the

‘control’ home population in comparative ‘home and

away’ studies (Bossdorf et al. 2005), it may be difficult to

determine the extent to which adaptive evolution plays a

role in ecological phenomena such as invasion lag phases.

There is strong evidence of intra- and inter-taxon

hybridization following exotic plant introductions that

has preceded invasion, suggesting genotype fitness advan-

tages gained from introduction events (Prentis et al. 2008;

Schierenbeck and Ellstrand 2009). Such mechanisms may

also be driven by lower genetic variability or access to

mates in the exotic range. There are also examples of evo-

lution potentially leading to divergent life histories in

crop-weed hybrids. Campbell et al. (2008) showed that

artificially created crop-weed hybrids in Raphanus spp.

exhibited rapid evolution of weedy traits from early gen-

erations of seemingly unfit hybrids. In Beta vulgaris,

where cultivated beets also hybridize with wild relatives,

there is evidence for variation in genetic structure and

mating system that may contribute to the evolution of

invasiveness in hybrids (Arnaud et al. 2010). Finally,

many species are out-crossing where native but reproduc-

ing clonally or self-fertilizing where invasive (Barrett et al.

2008). Such alternate reproductive strategies are a form of

pre-adaptation in the absence of mates or pollinators that

also generates a fitness advantage in novel ecosystems

where natural enemies are scarce. Overall, however, we
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still lack information on how frequently invasiveness

results from hybridization relative to other changes.

Weedy crop derivatives may provide useful models for

investigating these issues, particularly given ecological

similarities with their domesticated ancestors (Ellstrand

et al. 2010).

Interestingly, plant breeders have, in many cases,

increased crop yield potential by sacrificing individual-

plant competitiveness (Denison et al. 2003), thus making

crops potentially more susceptible to weed impacts. A

recent paper by Weiner et al. (2010) suggests that there

may be evolutionary potential to increase crop yields

through the breeding of high density ‘cooperative’ varie-

ties that can better suppress weeds. This is a good exam-

ple of inadvertent evolutionary pleiotropism during a

breeding programme, an issue we return to in relation to

forest plantations below.

Linking soil biota to agro-ecological function

While soil community structure is likely also to have been

substantially altered in managed systems, evidence for

shifts in biological diversity and function are more equiv-

ocal (McCaig et al. 1999; Jesus et al. 2009; Wallis et al.

2010; A. Bissett, A. E. Richardson, G. Baker and P. H.

Thrall, unpublished data). However, impacts of variation

in microbial composition on ecosystem function are still

poorly understood (Cohan 2006). Given that soil biota

play fundamental roles in terrestrial ecosystem productiv-

ity and diversity (Reynolds et al. 2003; van der Heijden

et al. 2008), understanding and assisting processes that

maintain soil productivity are vital to our ability to

increase agricultural production to meet the challenge of

population growth.

New approaches that are fuelled by advances in molec-

ular and analytical techniques offer the opportunity to

develop a predictive framework for the ecological and

evolutionary processes that drive soil communities at

multiple spatio-temporal scales (van der Heijden et al.

2008). Development of predictive frameworks is critical

to managing soil biology and its essential functions and

services. Key research areas include the following: (i) cau-

sal links between soil biology and structure, physico-

chemical factors and ecological processes (e.g. nutrient

cycling, soil carbon sequestration) that contribute to plant

community development and function; (ii) how soil com-

munities respond to and impact on plant succession and

weedy species; (iii) the role of plant–soil feedbacks in

determining the evolutionary dynamics of soil mutualists

and pathogens; and (iv) impacts of anthropogenic distur-

bance on soil diversity and function. Practical issues con-

cerning soil health provide a clear example of where

ecogenomic and metagenomic approaches can open

opportunities to ask entirely new questions. For example,

such approaches are now being specifically used to char-

acterize and understand the phenomenon of disease sup-

pression in cropping situations (e.g. Kyselková et al.

2009).

Off-target effects of pesticides and herbicides

One of the consequences of heavy use of pesticides, herbi-

cides and fungicides in agricultural systems has been the

recurrent inundation of soils with these chemistries, either

deliberately to control soil pests or diseases, or inciden-

tally, during the spraying of crops. In the case of the

pesticides and fungicides, soil microbiota have adapted

quickly to utilize this novel source of nutrients (carbon

and often also phosphorus or sulphur), often reducing

the efficacy of control of soil pests and pathogens (Mathi-

essen and Kirkegaard 2006; Russell et al. 2011). There are

enough examples of this now described in the literature

that it can be regarded as a predictable consequence of

the application of pesticides, herbicides and fungicides to

the soil, and it needs to be considered in their manage-

ment.

Paradoxically, however, this example also represents a

situation where it is possible to harness the consequences

of an unplanned evolutionary response. Thus, one offset

to the problem of enhanced biodegradation of soil-

applied pesticides has been the discovery of many novel

gene/enzyme systems responsible for degrading the vari-

ous chemistries among the soil microflora. Some of these

gene/enzyme systems have subsequently proven extremely

useful in the development of transgenic herbicide-resis-

tant crops (Bartsch and Tebbe 1989; Wehrmann et al.

1996; Castle et al. 2004). Others have been used in the

development of bioremediation agents for the clean-up of

contaminated environments (Sutherland et al. 2004; Scott

et al. 2008; Russell et al. 2011).

Novel output traits in genetically modified crops

As discussed above, GM crops are perhaps the best exam-

ple of a planned intervention where considerable thought,

pre-emptive research and pre-emptive management sys-

tems have been applied to counter potential adverse

evolutionary responses to GM deployment. To date, the

traits in question have been input traits where the evolu-

tionary issues directly relate to the insect pests or weeds

which the trait is designed to control. However, future

GM crops will involve new sets of traits, some of them

(e.g. altered root architectures) affecting yields of existing

products via fundamental alterations to plant physiologies

and others (e.g. crop biofactories) producing fundamen-

tally new products. The introduction of such traits may

have broader but more subtle effects on the ecology of the

production system. For example, plant root structure influ-

ences soil penetration and aeration, nutrient acquisition
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and root–rhizosphere interactions with mutualists and

pathogens (Hodge et al. 2009). The capacity to model

evolutionary responses in those systems within a predic-

tive framework will be critically important.

Ecosystem engineering

An ability to predict changes to the ecological structure

of agricultural ecosystems as they respond to changed

climatic conditions will become increasingly important

as the need to improve sustainability and change land

uses intensifies (Garrett et al. 2006a; Schellhorn et al.

2008). We need to know how to build complex land-

scapes that can endure extremes and retain functional

biodiversity while continuing to contribute to agricul-

tural productivity (Lovell and Johnston 2008). A key

issue is to understand what components are needed, not

only to preserve evolutionary processes and biodiversity

in changing agro-ecological landscapes, but to facilitate

the development of community structure and function

in revegetated sites. This is particularly critical given the

large and growing investment in the revegetation and

restoration of agricultural lands in many parts of the

world (e.g. Ormerod 2003; Walker et al. 2004; Smith

2008). However, the success of these efforts is mixed,

because design rules for re-establishing near-native eco-

systems are essentially unknown. For example, there is

some evidence that the use of beneficial soil microflora

can significantly increase the success of revegetation

efforts (Smith et al. 1998; Requena et al. 2001;

Schwencke and Carú 2001; Thrall et al. 2005). At the

same time, relatively little is known about the impacts of

different agronomic management practices on the eco-

logical and evolutionary dynamics of soil biota (Kiers

et al. 2002), or how to maximize the ecosystem services

they provide (e.g. maintenance of mutualisms, disease

suppression, nutrient cycling).

Issues in forest ecosystems and plantations

Plantation forests are often grown adjacent to interfertile

species and thus establish close ecological and genetic ties

with neighbouring natural and managed ecosystems. In

such cases, there is a risk that genotypes from breeding

programmes or selected clones with deliberately or inad-

vertently selected traits will introgress into wild gene

pools. This risk is greatest in species with high potential

for hybridization, such as eucalypts, and has led to man-

agement strategies to minimize the genetic impacts of

plantations on native forests in Australia (Barbour et al.

2005). Additional risks could arise if GM technology is

used to introduce novel traits (e.g. insect resistance) into

particular selections. This has prompted considerable

societal regulation of research and commercial exploita-

tion of GM trees (Brunner et al. 2007).

The widespread planting of forest trees outside of their

natural environment is increasingly raising ecological and

evolutionary questions. For example, until recent years

exotic eucalypt plantations were virtually free of serious

diseases and insect pests. However, increasing numbers of

pests and pathogens are now emerging, some originating

from Australia (Mendel et al. 2004) and others native to

areas where eucalypts have been planted (Fig. 2), which

have undergone sometimes surprising host jumps (Wing-

field et al. 2008).

Climate change is also predicted to significantly alter

patterns of disturbance from forest herbivores and patho-

gens. A striking illustration is the devastating expansion

of mountain pine beetle into mature lodgepole pine for-

ests over much of the interior of British Columbia (Logan

and Bentz 1999). Mitigating future risks will require iden-

tification of focal species, regular abundance surveys and

more accurate predictions of climate effects on the devel-

opment and survival of herbivores and pathogens and

concomitant physiological changes in tree defences (Ayres

and Lombardero 2000; Garrett et al. 2006a).

In contrast to most crop plants or production animals,

plantation trees are generally only a few generations

removed from the wild state. There is thus potential for

considerable contemporary, and quite possibly rapid,

evolution for adaptation to domestication (Neale 2007).

Aiding this evolution is the very low levels of linkage

disequilibrium (LD) observed in most forest tree popula-

tions. Because of this, deliberate selection for traits of rec-

ognized advantage may not necessarily entrain large tracts

of the genome in ‘selective sweeps’ which could disrupt

other functional portions of the genome. Low LD also

makes forest trees ideal organisms for association map-

ping. Association studies, employing high-throughput

DNA sequencing and genotyping, combined with surveys

of allelic and phenotypic variation in natural populations

from different environments, can reveal powerful insights

into adaptive processes in complex traits (Neale and

Savolainen 2004; Savolainen et al. 2007).

Adoption of evolutionary principles in the
management of agro-ecosystems

Regulatory mechanisms already exist in most countries for

GM releases because of public concerns. For example, evo-

lutionary aspects were explicitly considered with regard to

Bt resistance in cotton pests. While not as advanced as

Bt management, there has been some application of

evolutionary principles to the management of glyphosate

resistance in weeds (one factor which is both a long-term

rationale and a short-term impediment of sorts is that

glyphosate is far more cost-effective than any other chemi-

cal in many weed control scenarios). No doubt public
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awareness of the need to consider evolutionary issues will

increase as GM technologies become more widespread in

use (and in a broader range of crops).

Does this suggest that regulatory mechanisms based on

evolutionary principles will emerge for the deployment of

crop resistance to fungal pathogens, for example, with the

goal of slowing rates of evolution of pathogen infectivity?

Breeders now routinely seek to slow pathogen response

times through the use of strategies that increase resistance

durability. Results from spatially explicit models also indi-

cate that it should be possible to design better strategies

for the effective deployment of plant resistance genes

(Saphoukhina et al. 2009). What about the deployment of

biocontrol agents? A major impediment is that for many

of the challenges facing agriculture, the benefits of a given

solution (e.g. protection of native remnants on farms) are

collective but the costs of implementation are borne by

the individual. Thus, in general there is an economic

barrier to acceptance and adoption of new practices (e.g.

increasing resistance in insect pests is a cost borne by

everyone, not just the farmer on whose property resis-

tance first arose).

(C)(A)

(B)

Figure 2 Eucalyptus is a major source of fibre and wood products. The majority of plantations are located outside of Australia and the number of

native and exotic pests and pathogens is increasing. (A) Guava rust (Puccinia psidii) on Eucalyptus (photograph copyright CSIRO) is a serious disease

threat to numerous native flora and eucalypt forests in Australia. The fungus is native to South America where it causes rust disease on a broad

range of myrtaceous hosts and severe damage to introduced eucalypt plantations. It has spread to Florida and Hawaii and a member of the guava

rust complex was detected on the Central Coast of NSW in April 2010 (Carnegie et al. 2010). (B) Bioclimatic predictions of guava rust disease

regions in Australia span tropical, subtropical and some temperate plantation zones (Glen et al. 2007; map courtesy of T. H. Booth and T. Jovanov-

ic, personal communication). Gall wasp (Leptocybe invasa) forms galls on leaf midribs, petioles and stems of new growth of several eucalypt spe-

cies (Jacob and Kumar 2009). The wasp was first described after being detected in exotic eucalypt plantations in Israel in 2000 and has spread to

most international plantation regions. Planting of eucalypts was temporarily suspended in Israel, and some of the most widely planted eucalypt

clones in southern India are now unproductive. The emergence of gall wasp has highlighted the risks of reduced genetic diversity in clonal forestry

operations. Bar = 1 mm. (Photo courtesy of John Jacob, Institute of Forest Genetics and Tree Breeding, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, India).
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The likely extent to which ‘evolutionary’ shifts in

management paradigms for agricultural landscapes will

occur also depends partly on underlying tensions

between economic (e.g. the need to maintain farm prof-

itability) and ecological/evolutionary concerns and how

these are articulated. For example, we still struggle with

connecting biodiversity and ecosystem structure and

function to ecosystem services in a way that is meaning-

ful to farmers and other land managers. If we cannot

establish meaningful connections to ecological processes

associated with such obvious features of agro-ecological

landscapes, then how likely is it that evolutionary con-

cerns will get serious consideration with regard to the

coordinated deployment of disease resistance genes, the

evolution of weed life histories, or soil community struc-

ture and function? There are also conceptual, accounting

and policy issues that continue to impede widespread

adoption of market-based instruments for improving

biodiversity and Natural Resource Management (NRM)

outcomes in production landscapes. Similar complexities

are likely to be a factor in developing management

frameworks for agro-ecosystems that involve explicit

consideration of many of the evolutionary issues we have

outlined here.

General conclusions

Genetic modification of crops and introduced biocontrol

agents are examples of planned interventions where con-

siderable thought, pre-emptive research and pre-emptive

management systems have been applied to counter poten-

tial evolutionary responses to their deployment. In large

part, this level of rigour has been imposed by regulatory

requirements, but is in contrast to the lack of focus

applied to the evolutionary consequences of many other

management tools utilized in agriculture. An obvious

example is chemical pesticides where historically there

was little regulatory focus on resistance risks. There is

now evidence of increased rigour, but this is most often

reactive rather than proactive. With a diminishing suite

of target sites for future pesticides there is a real need to

value and protect those available (Ishaaya et al. 2007). As

GM crops become more complex, with multiple traits

involved, and as multiple GM crops become established,

the capacity to model evolutionary responses within a

predictive framework will be critically important.

More generally, given the ever increasing potential for

humans to impact the environment, and the complexities

of land-use change and climate variability, it is likely that

agro-ecological responses to management interventions

will increase into the future, underscoring the importance

of characterizing relevant biotic interactions in a commu-

nity context (Thrall et al. 2007). It is therefore imperative

that we do not waste the opportunity to learn from the

natural experiments represented by changes in land use

and agronomy, the introduction of new crops, biocontrol

releases and pest control, large-scale revegetation, etc. This

undertaking could involve, for example, the development

of new monitoring and analytical approaches for such

data, explicit design of initial changes on experimental

farms, and conducting comparative analyses (Shea et al.

2000). An important element of this will be to include

consideration of responses at spatial scales larger than

individual paddocks and farms. Explicit recognition of the

immense value of information from such initiatives could

facilitate a quantum leap in our understanding of the

ecological and evolutionary responses of agro-ecosystems.
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